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Abstract: Mo17 and Huanzaosi are two elite maize (Zea mays L.) inbred lines, and widely applied in breeding
cultivation varieties and realizing genetic mechanism in China. In this presented study, a recombinant inbred line (RIL)
population bred from the two maize materials as parents was used for quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping for kernel
length. The results showed that kernel length is a quantitative trait controlled by multiple genes according to its
phenotypic investigation, but no QTLs controlling kernel length were identified via Interval Mapping and Composite
Mapping methods, this could probably be caused from less markers included in the established map. The results are
beneficial for us in realizing genetic basis of kernel length in maize breeding program.
Keywords: Maize (Zea mays L.), Quantitative trait locus (QTL), Kernel length, Recombinant inbred line (RIL)
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INTRODUCTION
As well known, maize (Zea mays L.) is one of the
most important crops throughout the world, and grain
yield is always the target pursued by maize breeders.
But the agronomic trait has complex genetic
mechanism, and can be dissected into many secondary
traits, such as plant number per hectare, ear number per
plant, kernel number per ear, single-kernel weight, etc.
Kernel length is an important trait, related to singlekernel weight and seed appearance. But to date, the
study on genetic mechanism of kernel length was rarely
reported from published literature.
Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping is an
effective solution for understanding genetic mechanism
of a trait, presently, a large number of QTLs were
identified and mapped on different chromosomes in
crops [1-3], but for maize, the studies on QTL detection
are always focused on grain yield [4-6], plant
morphology [7-9] disease resistance [10, 11], and so on.
Whereas for kernel length trait, only limited reports
were found in previous papers. Li et al. identified four
QTLs for kernel length, on chromosomes 1, 4, 6, and 8
[12]. Four years later, Peng et al. identified seven QTLs
for kernel length using two segregation populations, on
chromosomes 1, 4, 5, 8 and 10 [13]. Lately, Zhang et al.
and Liu et al. found total 10 QTLs associated with
kernel length on four chromosomes [14, 15]. From
these reports, it was easily found that different mapping
population, genetic map or ecological conditions could
leads to different results, including QTL number,
location and genetic effects. Therefore, it is still

significant that selecting a different segregation
population from the previous to detect the QTLs
controlling kernel length in maize.
In this experiment, an immortal recombinant
inbred line (RIL) segregation population, derived from
the cross between Mo17 and Huangzaosi, was used to
detect the QTLs for kernel length, and the objectives
were to understand the genetic basis of the trait more
clearly, and to look for some molecular markers which
can be applied in maize breeding project.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials
The plant materials involved in this experiment
included maize inbred lines Mo17 and Huangzaosi as
parents, and an RIL population consisting of 239 RILs.
The population was derived from the cross between
Mo17 (female) and Huangzao4 (male).
Field experiment
According to randomized block design, the 241
individuals mentioned above were planted at the
experiment field of Nanchong Agricultural Academy,
Nanchong City, Sichuan Province, China, with three
replicate for each individual and 20 plants per
replicates.
Phenotypic observation and statistic analysis
After harvest, twenty kernels for each individual
were measured the trait kernel length (mm) with an
electronic digital caliper, then the mean of the twenty
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kernels was computed. For the population, descriptive
statistics was analyzed using a statistical software
named SPSS version 11.5, including minimum,
maximum, range, mean, standard deviation (SD),
coefficient of variation (COV), skewness and kurtosis.
QTL detection
Based upon an established marker linkage map
[16], together with the kernel length data of the 239
RILs, the QTLs controlling kernel length were detected
via the two methods interval mapping (IM) and
composite interval mapping (CIM) within the QTL
mapping software named Windows QTL Cartographer
version 2.5 [17]. All controlling parameters were

Trait

default settings during QTL scanning, and the logarithm
of odds (LOD) threshold was set for the trait kernel
length by randomly permuting 1,000 times at a
significance level of P=0.05 [18].
RESULTS
Descriptive statistics
For the two parental lines, Mo17 and Huangzaosi
had 9.34 mm and 8.69 mm, respectively. As to the
segregation population, which parameter values were
listed in Table 1, from the result, it was found that
kernel length should be a quantitative trait controlled by
multiple genes, and thus, the trait could be used for
QTL mapping analysis.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the trait kernel length in RIL population
Minimum
Maximum Range Mean CoV (%) SD
Skewness

Kernel length (mm)

5.72

12.00

6.28

8.22

11.92

0.98

0.178

Kurtosis
0.311

SD: standard deviation; COV: coefficient of variation.
QTL detection
The results of 1000-time permutation test showed
that the LOD threshold values should be higher than 2.0
for the two QTL mapping methods IM and CIM., and
the QTL scanning results were shown in Figure 1 (IM

method) and Figure 2 (CIM method). According to the
LOD threshold values, it was easily found that no QTLs
were identified. Nevertheless, the lager LOD values
were found on chromosomes 2 and 4.

Fig-1: QTL scanning for kernel length via IM method. The maximum of LOD was showed on chromosome 4, but
less than 2.0, so no QTL controlling kernel length was detected via IM method in this experiment.
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Figure 2: QTL scanning for kernel length via CIM method. Three high LOD values displayed on chromosomes 2
(two) and 4 (one), but all of them were obviously less than the LOD threshold value, thus, no QTLs for kernel
length was identified via CIM method in this study.
DISCUSSION
In this experiment, an immortal RIL population
was used to detect the QTLs for kernel length, and QTL
scanning results showed that no QTL was identified.
This was probably caused from the genetic map
including fewer markers. Nevertheless, three higher
LOD values were detected on within chromosomes 2
(two) and 4 (one) from the QTL scanning curves.
According to previous literatures, some QTLs
were found on different chromosomes (Table 2). All the
ten chromosomes include QTLs for kernel length,
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except for the seventh chromosome. Among the
chromosomes identified QTLs for kernel length, the
ninth chromosome possess the maximum QTLs, up to
5, followed by the fourth and fifth chromosomes, the
third chromosome has the minimum in QTL number,
only one. The different QTL mapping results were
probably due to different mapping populations, genetic
maps or environments. But to be mentioned, these
results revealed that the agronomic trait kernel length
was quantitative, and its phenotype was controlled by
multiple genes.

Table 2: The QTLs for kernel length identified in different studies
Parents
Number
Chr. No.
of QTLs
1

Li et al. [12]
Peng et al. [13]
Peng et al.[13]
Zhang et al. [14]
Liu et al. [15]
This study

Qi319×Huangzaosi
Qi319×Huangzaosi
Ye478×Huangzaosi
Xu178×HuangC
V671×Mc
Mo17×Huangzaosi

4
3
4
4
6
0

2

3

1
1

4
1
1
1

1
2

5

6
1

7

8

9

10

1
1

1
2

1

1
1
4

QTL: quantitative trait locus; Chr. No.: chromosome number
To identify some loci associated with kernel length
in our study, more molecular markers must be added
into the established genetic map, especially
chromosomes 2 and 4, only in this way, we can find
these markers that can be co-inherited with the QTLs
for kernel length. Presently, this work was in process
based on the constructed RIL segregation population.
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